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Dave Krause is Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s June 2016 Driver of the Month.  Dave 
has been  employed by Hoffman for a year and 3 months now and has been   
doing a great job.  He is a team player, will do whatever is asked of him, and is 
very safe.  If you see Dave on the yard or at a customer, please congratulate 
him. 

Dave, please come up to the Safety Department for a special thank you.   

Dave Krause 



 

 

 

*It is the DRIVERS responsibility to provide 
a copy of your new license to Safety before 
it expires. Failure to do this WILL result in 
discipline.  

COREAS JOSE  June 03, 2014 
HAMMOND MYRON  June 09, 2014 
KELBAUGH EDDIE  June 12, 2014 
PASTORE STEVE  June 12, 2008 
RIDLEY DAVID  June 03, 2015 
STULL JAMES  June 17, 2014 
WENZL KARL  June 30, 2015 
REITZ TIMOTHY  June 27, 1989 
STOCKSLAGER LORI  June 13, 2001 
OSENBAUGH-ACOST RICHARD  June 17, 2013 
SANTOS ROJAS,JR JOSE ANTONIO  June 11, 2001 
HARTPENCE WILLIAM  June 21, 2004 
MELLOTT BRANDI  June 15, 2015 

CUSIC TOM  June 26 
DEMERS PAUL  June 14 
DUNIGAN BILL  June 26 
HUBBARD JAMES  June 16 
KELBAUGH EDDIE  June 02 
RATLIFF DENNIS  June 10 
SHIVES ALAN  June 30 
SCOTT DERRICK  June 10 
SANTOS ROJAS,JR JOSE ANTONIO  June 12 
HARR ROBERT  June 10 
   

Dennis Ratliff Name Current Expirations Apt Date 
Carey, Doug 06/20/16 6/13/16 8:00 

Gesin, Dennis 06/05/16 5/27/16 9:15 
Weir, Mike 06/01/16 5/23/16 7:45 



 

 

Busy Summer Ahead 

 

 This summer is shaping up to be extremely busy.  We 
have multiple new accounts coming online over the next two 
weeks and our water business to Food Lion is in full swing.   

 

We’re adding new reefers to our fleet to meet the demands of 
our new customers.  We’ve also added some new power units 
to the fleet as well.  At current time, we are running a          
performance test between International, Peterbilt, and Volvo.   

 

I appreciate everyone’s hard work in servicing our current   
accounts and our new customers that are coming online in the 
near future. 

 

Thanks, 

 

J. Chris Hoffman 

A Note From Chris Hoffman
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RAILEX Clean Trailer Policy 
 

When drivers check in Empty Reefers into Railex, the Guard will review the cleanliness of our trailers and deem each trailer:  A. worthy 
to be dropped or B.  dirty and put OOS (Out of Service). 

 

If the trailer is dirty, the guard will give our driver the option to sweep it out or leave it as is.  If the driver does not sweep the trailer out, it 
will be put on the OOS line. 

 

If our driver fails to clean out the trailer and it is dropped on the OOS line, the driver who dropped will receive a $30 fine. 

 

As a company, to keep trailers in service @ Railex, we have to either bring in clean, ready to load reefers or we have to pay to get them 
washed out once they are dropped.  If we have to pay to get the reefer washed out, the driver who dropped will get fined. 

 

We will provide you with a push broom to use on these occasions.  Please use the broom to sweep out the trailer if the guard tells you to 
do so. 

 

*Since most of the trailers into Railex come from Conway Albany, Conway has agreed to let us use their “even-numbered” dock doors to 
sweep out dirty trailers before we leave Conway Albany.  If you hook an empty at Conway that is dirty, please go ahead and back into an 
even-numbered dock and sweep the trailer out into their facility.  This will save you time checking into Railex. 

Deleting Messages 
 

It is very important to read your messages in the inbox. The stop info is im-
portant for obvious reasons, load header as well for your pickup/PO numbers. 
Tim also sends messages with backhauls, which are consistently being ig-
nored. It is very time consuming when a driver calls in with questions on his 
backhaul, which typically the dispatcher will open up Tim’s message and an-
swer all their questions. However, it is very important not to delete these mes-
sages until you have fully read them, and completed the stop. There seems to 
be a growing trend to get a message and delete it immediately. While it is a 
good thing to keep your inbox empty, please remember you do need the infor-
mation. Far too often drivers are trying to delete old messages and in such a 
rush, delete messages they have yet to read, and assume it never came. Please 
make sure you are paying attention to what is on the screen. The same princi-
ple for starting incorrect trips applies here; make sure you take a second to 
read before you push ok. 



 

 

April 2016 Fuel Bonus Winners 

Top 10% Receives $150, Top 50% Receives $50 

Winners, please see Ryan for $$$$ 

10% 0.5 Team MPG Name 

X X 1 7.50952788 A.Wieland 

X X 1 7.17469714 B.Fitz 

X X 1 7.04320042 B. Whittington 

  X 1 6.99137126 D.Ridley 

  X 1 6.92687648 S. Pastore 

  X 1 6.6956054 C.Young 

  X 1 6.64892161 D.Carbaugh 

  X 1 6.64451847 D.Carey 

  X 1 6.63928371 K.White 

  X 1 6.6118756 C.Moore 

  X 1 6.35922144 K.Carpenter 

  X 1 6.2556048 D. Miller 

  X 1 6.23178964 E.Kelbaugh 

  X 1 6.12963032 J.Stull 

  X 1 6.10161412 J.Johnson 

10% 0.5 Team MPG Name 

X X 2 7.92843805 B. Woods 

X X 2 7.5255701 A.Shenk 

X X 2 7.24330256 W. Arbogast 

  X 2 7.19468746 T. Cusic 

  X 2 7.12403408 M. Wolf 

  X 2 6.98242119 A.Shives 

  X 2 6.92751933 A. Fickes 

  X 2 6.88136399 J.Mather 

  X 2 6.8404073 K. Roberts 

  X 2 6.82569759 D.Ledford 

  X 2 6.81477079 E. Robison 

  X 2 6.6124282 P. Dumas 

  X 2 6.59765871 M. Weir 

  X 2 6.58885078 O.Williams 

  X 2 6.53348655  R. Beam 

  X 2 6.46555305 F.Paterek 

  X 2 6.41623346 J.Williams 



 

 

Jeff Hoover 
5/16/16 

Desmond Pantaja 
5/23/16 

Damian Cooper 
5/25/16 



 

 

(From April 2016) 

Al Shenk 
Art Fickes 

Bill Dunigan 
Bill Fitz 

Bill Woods 
Bob Kring 

Brian Whittington 
Charles Carpenter 

Charles Harris 
Cliff Harry 

Chris Ringler 

Daniel Rife 
Dave Krause 

Dave Carbaugh 
David Bernhardt 

Dennis Gesin 
Dennis Ratliff 
Dwight Miller 
Earl Skyers 

Eddie Kelbaugh 
Eric Harry 

Eric Shorter 

Gregory Dennis 
Jason Kinna 
James Stull 
Jeff Mather 
John Tabler 

Jon Youmans 
Jose Coreas 
Ken Roberts 
Ken White 
Merle Wolf 
Mike Weir 

Paul Demers 
Robert Striplin 
Steve Pastore 

Tom Cusic 
Tom Pfeiffer 

Warren Mongold 
Wayne Arbogast 

 
 
 
 

Alan Shives 
Aaron Wieland 

Carl Young 
Dale Showe 

Doug Ledford 
Jason Williams 

Phil Dumas 
Rockwell Beam 
Stephan Smith 



 

 

          All About Caffeine  
 

The benefits of caffeine have been seen throughout the years. From truckers looking 

to stay awake during a long haul to students pulling an “all nighter” while studying for 

an exam to people looking for a pick me up in the mornings on the way to 

work. Caffeine has been an all natural stimulant used by millions of people every day. 

Caffeine is a stimulant that was discovered by a German Chemist named Friedrich 

Ferdinand Runge in 1819. He originally called it kaffein in German, which in English 

translated to caffeine. 

Over time caffeine was found to be in a variety of foods and drink such as beans, 

leaves and in some fruits. Its affect was that of a stimulant, and caffeine was found  

naturally or as an additive to various items such as coffee, tea, energy drinks and soft 

drinks. The addition of caffeine in these drinks gave users an added boost of            

energy. However, over time manufacturers of these products began producing drinks    

without caffeine so that users can enjoy the drinks without the effects of caffeine. 

While caffeine has its benefits as a stimulant, and is effective in providing an energy 

boost, it’s not without its disadvantages. Taken in moderate amounts, caffeine is       

fine. However, if it is taken in heavier does, it has an addictive quality. Sudden       

stoppages of caffeine can result in the user experiencing headache, irritability, an     

inability to concentrate, drowsiness, insomnia and pain in the stomach, upper body, 

and joints, which can last up to five days. 

As with any other additive to a person’s system, caffeine can have different effects on 

different people. Some people can ingest caffeine and it can keep them awake for 

hours. Others can take caffeine in the evening and still fall asleep a short time later. 

Caffeine has proven to be a useful, natural stimulant for millions of people. Taken in 

moderation, it can provide drivers with a boost to keep them awake while driving, it can 

give students the energy they need to stay up all night and study or finish a term paper 

for class and gives morning commuters the energy to face the early morning traffic. 



 

 

15 Fun Facts About the Truck   
Driving Industry 

 

 

 Charles Freuhauf invented the first tractor-trailer over one hundred years ago in 1914 when a 

customer wanted a vehicle that could haul a boat. 

 The trucking industry was expected to generate $1.3 trillion in revenue in 2015. 

 One out of every 14 jobs in the United States is created or directly affected by the trucking 

industry. 

 A typical U.S. commercial truck driver logs 105,000 miles per year. 

 The combined mileage of all trucks making deliveries in the country is nearly 5 billion miles 

per year. 

 Approximately 15.7 million trucks are currently in use in the U.S. If you lined up all of those 

trucks end-to-end, they would reach the moon! 

 About two-thirds of all domestic freight transported in the United States is carried by truck. 

 Over-the-road truck engines are designed to travel more than one million miles before    be-

ing retired, whereas car engines are expected to go just 200,000 miles. 

 The average big rig carries 80,000 pounds of freight at one time. That’s 40 tons of goods and 

products. 

 The U.S. trucking industry consumes about 50 billion gallons of fuel every year. This 

equates to nearly 13 percent of the country’s total fuel consumption. 

 In 2009, the average over-the-road truck driver made $35,000. In 2013, that figure was 

$55,000, a $20,000 jump in income in just seven years. 

 Trucks need 40 percent more time to stop than cars. 

 The types of goods most commonly transported via truck are food, clothing, furniture and 

electrical machinery. 

 Over the last 19 years, the exhaust emissions of heavy trucks and off-road equipment have 

plummeted more than 95 percent. 

 It would take 60 of today’s clean-diesel trucks to generate the exhaust emissions of one truck 

from 1988. 



 

 

History of the Interstate Highway System 

 

Since the start of mass production of the automobile, purchasing cars became easier for many 

Americans. Because of the new freedom that automobiles gave Americans, people began looking 

for places to drive. And, in their travels, they started to explore different parts of the                 

country. However, the lack of quality roadways was a deterrent to cross country travel. 

In the late 1920’s, the United States Government first introduced the highway numbering           

system. The roads were mostly two lane highways which went through many towns and cities. It 

was a great way to connect the country, however, with the many towns you needed to go through, 

it was not the most effective way to travel, or to transport products by truck. 

By the time World War II ended, the country began to enjoy a period of prosperity, and the need 

for a more efficient system of travel was realized. The government began the planning process for 

a system of interstate highways which would bypass the small towns and create a faster way to 

travel from point to point. 

At the urging of the automobile makers and with the support of President Eisenhower, the          

Interstate Highway System was created through the Federal Highway Aid Act of 1956. The      

highways would connect the country from east to west and north to south, making consumer,     

commercial and military travel easier, saving hours of driving time. 

To make identification of the highways easier, the interstate highways were identified with a two or 

three digit number, with the letter I preceding it. To ensure that all the highways in the interstate 

system were maintained, the government instituted minimum maintenance requirements for all 

highways in the system. 

While the interstate highway system has had a positive impact on the ability of travelers and    

businesses to get from one point to another, it’s not all positive. The interstate system has seen 

the decline in use of secondary highways which go through towns. The decline in usage has 

meant that less people go through the towns, and businesses have folded. 

However, the overall improvement in our transportation and travel systems far outweigh any    

negatives in the system. While the infrastructure is in place, the government is continuing to make 

improvements in the highway system, by improving roads and support services. Through these   

improvements, consumers and businesses will continue to travel efficiently. 



 

 

Railex Loads 

We would like to remind and stress the importance of putting the temp  
recorder with all of the Railex loads.  This is very important. We need to 
have these with the bills because Railex gets their paperwork same day.  
The day you turn it in, we bill it and it gets emailed to them for            
processing.  We cannot hold loads to wait for  it to be turned in later. 
Railex checks for these and it keeps our loads in check so we don’t get a 
load claim if something happens to be wrong with the load.  If you scan, 
Fed-Ex, or drop your paperwork here we need the recorder to go with it.  
Our suggestion is that all tapes be put in your envelope.  If you need help 
opening the recorder boxes please come in and someone will show you 
how to do this properly.  The charge for not turning in a temp re-
corder  is $25.00. 
 

 

Bills 
 

Attention: When you receive a set of bills from any receiver, please put the 
Hoffman trip number on it. This helps when sorting bills back at the      
Hoffman base, and also is required to scan. Do it even if you are not  
scanning! Also, if you have undelivered bills DO NOT put them in your   
envelope. Hand them to dispatch or the guard. If they are in your           
envelopes, they will go back to billing and it creates a mess trying to find 
the proper paperwork for a driver's outbound. If you are unsure of what to 
do with your bills, please ask. 



 

 

                Notes from the Safety Department… 
 

E-Logs and Safe Havens… 

 

Drivers, if you are in the sleeper, on break, at a customer location and the customer tells 
you that you have to vacate the premises, please contact dispatch before you take it upon 
yourself to move to a safe haven. 

 

Do not drive, go into violation, find a spot and then call to have dispatch move you to a 
safe haven.  CALL DISPATCH FIRST.  It is possible that we can call the customer and 
work it out so you can stay there, or we may be able to find you a close place to go and 
take the rest of your break. 

 

Leaving a customer and driving 20 miles, 30 miles, 60 miles or more is not acceptable.    
A safe haven is meant to find something close where you can safely take the rest of your 
break. 

 

Ryan Swope 

FUELING TRACTORS AND REEFERS 

I shouldn’t have to remind you to always fuel your tractor and reefer when you come into the yard. Some of you have gotten into 

the habit that you wait until you are going out before you fuel, then forgetting to put fuel in your tractor when you leave on your 

next outbound and someone else, in just as big a hurry, has to put fuel in the reefer that you didn’t fuel. 

So, what’s wrong with this picture? You either ran out of fuel in your tractor or had to buy high priced fuel on the road 
to get you home. Someone else had to fuel your reefer before they took it to load or it got loaded and another driver did 
their job checked the fuel and found it low and returned to the yard and fueled it before starting their trip. You also 
MUST fuel your trailer before you drop it at Taylor Farms in Jessup. 

Do it right the first time and save yourself and fellow drivers problems. 

 

YOU MUST FUEL EVERY REFER YOU BRING IN THE YARD!!!!  NO EXCEPTIONS 

IF YOU DO NOT FUEL YOUR TRAILER AND YOU GET CAUGHT YOU WILL PAY A $25.00 PENALTY. 
REMEMBER  ¾  IS NOT FULL. 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

SUMMER INCREASES CHANCE OF CRASHES 
 

Most of us would think that Winter would be the most dangerous time of the year for highway crashes because of 
the ice and snow covered highways. This is not true at all it’s summer that we need to watch out for Spring and 
Fall are the least dangerous. 

Why is summer the most dangerous?  More vehicles on the highways, drivers with less experience trying to make 
longer trips, drivers unsure of where they want to turn, cars loaded with kids and pets going on vacation, aggres-
sive drivers in a hurry to get some place to start their vacation, plus your normal highway traffic.  

You can cut down your chances of being involved in summer crashes if you will be alert to these above mentioned 
drivers. Give them plenty of room, look out for their mistakes. 

 

Have a safe summer 

WORK ZONE SAFETY BILL RECEIVES HOUSE ENDORSEMENT: 

 

In an effort to make Pennsylvania’s highways and work zones safer, the House unanimously passed one of 
the most comprehensive pieces of transportation safety legislation. 
House Bill 2410 directs attention to construction work zones and truck safety. 

To address work zone safety, the bill makes it a felony to kill or seriously injure a highway worker in a safety 
zone when recklessness or negligence is proven. Additionally, a 15-day driver’s license suspension will be 
instituted for those caught traveling 11 mph or more over the speed limit in an active work zone. “Active 
work zones” are also defined by the legislation as areas that are accompanied by flashing strobe lights,      
indicating that personnel is actively working. 

Additionally, motorists will be required to turn on their headlights while traveling through work zones, and a 
state policy will be enacted to limit the length of work zones and lane restrictions.  


